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To the Student

Answer Form
FOCUS on Comparing and Contrasting, Book E

In FOCUS on Comparing and Contrasting, Book E, you will read passages and
answer questions. You will practise using the reading strategy called Comparing and
Contrasting. You will learn about the strategy on the Learn About pages. You will see
a sample passage, sample questions and sample answer choices on the Lesson Preview
pages. Then you will practise using the strategy in twenty lessons.
Each lesson has a passage and five questions. After you finish reading the passage,
answer the five questions. For the first four questions, fill in the correct answers on the
Answer Form on page 53. Or, you may fill in the correct answers directly on the page.
For the fifth question, write the answer on the lines provided on the page. Fill in the
circle on the Answer Form to show that you have completed the fifth question.
Use the Tracking Chart on page 47 to show when you have finished each lesson
and to show the number of questions that you answered correctly. After each group of
five lessons, you will complete a self-assessment to see how you are doing.
So . . . FOCUS and enjoy!
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Self-Assessment
Lessons 1–20

5
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Learn About

Self-Assessment
Lessons 16–20

Comparing and Contrasting

4

Answer these questions after you
have completed Lessons 16–20.
Before you begin, re-read what
you wrote in Self-Assessment 3.

FOCUS on Comparing and
Contrasting, Book E
Comparing and contrasting is finding out how things are alike or different.
Comparing is finding how things are alike. Contrasting is finding how things are
different. Two or more people, places, objects and events can be compared and
contrasted.

Name ____________________________________________________

Date ____________________

1. Rate your work in Lessons 16–20. Circle your answer.

When you read a passage, think about the people, places, objects or events that you
read about. Ask yourself, “How are they similar or alike? How are they different?”

successful

somewhat successful

needs improvement

Read this paragraph to find out how two sneaker styles are alike and different.
2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
If so, what kind of trouble did you have?
Cut along the dotted line.

Both high-top sneakers and running sneakers are casual styles
of footwear. Both have laces and rubber soles. High-top sneakers
are heavy, stiff and come up high over the ankle. They are
designed to protect and support the ankle and to prevent the
foot from moving in all directions. High-top sneakers
are worn by basketball players. In contrast, running
sneakers are worn by runners. Unlike high-top
sneakers, running sneakers are light and flexible.
They have low tops and padded heels. Running
sneakers are designed to cushion and support the
foot and to absorb shock while a runner runs on
hard surfaces.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Is this the same kind of trouble you had in Lessons 11–15? ___________________
3. Did you find the questions or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in
Lessons 11–15?

__________________________________________________________________
Why do you think this is so?

High-Top Sneakers

Running Sneakers

Alike

casual footwear

casual footwear

Alike

laces and rubber soles

laces and rubber soles

Different

heavy and stiff

light and flexible

Different

worn by basketball players

worn by runners

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 16–20? ________________ Why
or why not?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Comparing and Contrasting E CA10145
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Self-Assessment
Lessons 11–15

3

Answer these questions after you
have completed Lessons 11–15.
Before you begin, re-read what
you wrote in Self-Assessment 2.

FOCUS on Comparing and
Contrasting, Book E
Name ____________________________________________________

Compare the two kinds of sneakers in the paragraph. Think about how they are
alike. Ask yourself, “How are high-top sneakers and running sneakers alike?”

Date ____________________

Both high-top sneakers and running sneakers are styles of casual footwear. Both
high-top sneakers and running sneakers have rubber soles and laces.

1. Rate your work in Lessons 11–15. Circle your answer.
successful

somewhat successful

Contrast the two kinds of sneakers in the paragraph. Think about how they are
different. Ask yourself, “How are high-top sneakers and running sneakers different?”

needs improvement

High tops are heavy and stiff. Running sneakers are light and flexible. Basketball
players wear high tops. Runners wear running sneakers.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Is this the same kind of trouble you had in Lessons 6–10? ____________________
3. Did you find the questions or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in
Lessons 6–10?

__________________________________________________________________
Why do you think this is so?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Cut along the dotted line.

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
If so, what kind of trouble did you have?

Clue words can signal comparisons and contrasts in what
you read.
For comparisons, look for clue words that signal how things
are alike. The words same, both, like, alike, also and similar
signal ways in which things are similar or alike.
For contrasts, look for clue words that signal how things are
different. The words but, unlike, different, however, whereas and
in contrast signal ways in which things are different.
What three clue words are used in the paragraph about high-top and running
sneakers on page 2? The clue words both, in contrast and unlike are used.
If there are no clue words, think about how things are alike or different.

4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 11–15? Why or why not?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Comparing and Contrasting E CA10145
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5. What is your goal for Lessons 16–20?
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__________________________________________________________________

Comparing is finding how things are alike. Contrasting
is finding how things are different.
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Preview

Read this sample passage about
two kinds of entertainment. As
you read, think about the ways in
which film comedies and television
comedies are alike. Think about the
ways in which they are different.
Look for clue words.

Self-Assessment
Lessons 6–10

FOCUS on Comparing and
Contrasting, Book E
Name ____________________________________________________

Film and Television Comedies

Date ____________________

1. Rate your work in Lessons 6–10. Circle your answer.
successful

somewhat successful

needs improvement

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
If so, what kind of trouble did you have?
Cut along the dotted line.

Film comedies and TV comedies are alike in several ways.
Both are popular forms of entertainment. Both are created with
a camera. Both are watched by audiences. Both have a director
and actors and actresses. Both include music and special effects.
Film comedies first became popular in the 1920s. Today’s
comedy films are about two hours long and have no ads. They
can be viewed in a cinema. Or they can be viewed in a person’s
home on a DVD player or VCR. To help viewers decide if the
content of a movie is appropriate for them, films have letter
ratings. For example, comedy films that viewers of all ages can
watch are rated G.
TV comedies first became popular in the 1950s. Unlike film
comedies, TV comedies today usually air for half an hour
and do have ads. These comedies are viewed in a
person’s home on a TV set. Some TV networks give
programs a letter rating. These ratings have the same
purpose as film ratings. One rating is PG, which
means that a TV program can be viewed by all
audiences, but young children should watch it with
an adult.

2

Answer these questions after you
have completed Lessons 6–10.
Before you begin, re-read what
you wrote in Self-Assessment 1.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Is this the same kind of trouble you had in Lessons 1–5? _____________________
3. Did you find the questions or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in
Lessons 1–5?

__________________________________________________________________
Why do you think this is so?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

1. What is one way that film comedies
and TV comedies are alike?





Both
Both
Both
Both

2. One way in which TV comedies differ
from film comedies is that TV comedies





have ads.
are forms of entertainment.
are shown in cinemas.
are about two hours long.

are longer than film comedies.
do not have directors.
have ads.
were invented before film comedies.

4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 6–10? Why or why not?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
5. What is your goal for Lessons 11–15?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Comparing and Contrasting E CA10145
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Self-Assessment
Lessons 1–5

1

Answer these questions after
you have completed Lessons 1–5.

Look at the answer choices for each question.
Read why each answer choice is correct or
not correct.

FOCUS on Comparing and
Contrasting, Book E
Name ____________________________________________________

Date ____________________

somewhat successful

 are longer than film comedies.

 Both have ads.

1. Rate your work in Lessons 1–5. Circle your answer.
successful

2. One way in which TV comedies differ
from film comedies is that TV comedies

1. What is one way that film comedies
and TV comedies are alike?

This answer is not correct because TV
comedies are usually about half an hour
long, whereas film comedies are usually
about two hours long.

This answer is not correct because the
passage states that comedy films do
not have ads.

needs improvement

● Both are forms of entertainment.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3. Complete this sentence. I could have done even better in Lessons 1–5 if

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Cut along the dotted line.

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
If so, what kind of trouble did you have?

 do not have directors.

This answer is correct because the
passage states that TV and film
comedies are popular forms of
entertainment.

This answer is not correct because the
passage states that both TV and film
comedies have directors.

● have ads.

 Both are shown in cinemas.
This answer is not correct because TV
comedies are watched in people’s homes,
whereas comedy films are watched in
people’s homes as well as in cinemas.

This answer is correct because TV
comedies have ads, but film comedies
do not have ads.
 were invented before film comedies.

 Both are about two hours long.

This answer is not correct because the
passage does not state when either
type of comedy was invented. The
passage does state that TV comedies
first became popular in the 1950s but
that film comedies first became
popular before that, in the 1920s.

This answer is not correct because film
comedies are about two hours long, but
TV comedies are usually half an hour
long.

4. What is your goal for Lessons 6–10?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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